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You asked us about the following…  

here are some preliminary answers: 
 

Closing the Database 
 

We are currently in the process of reviewing all data 

and chasing down a few outstanding data sheets. If 

you still have data from any of the last five years it 

is NOT too late to enter it or send it to us. We plan to 

close the database in January and begin analysis. 

2015 
 

For the many of you who have asked us “What am I going to  

do next year?”, we encourage you to look at page 9 and consider  

the many other volunteer opportunities where your skills can  

play an important role. In 2015, we’ll be working closely with the  

Important Bird Area program, the Nature Conservancy of Canada 

Conservation Volunteer program, and many others to maintain the 

momentum that has been built in Manitoba over the last five years. Please 

call if you’d like to learn about other projects!  The birds still need you! 

Next Steps 

 

To ALL 1,048 registered atlassers, thank you so much for the extraordinary effort.  We have 

proved the power of citizen-science, even in sparsely populated areas…  THANK YOU!  

Atlas Products 
 

We are currently working on a timeline for 

publication on the web site of final atlas products and 

species accounts. This will take at least another year 

to complete. We will also be discussing whether it 

will be possible to publish  

this data in some printed  

format such as print                

on demand. Watch this                                             

space for developments                                            

and get in touch if  

you have photos  

to share or 

would like to               

be involved
 

Mississippi 

Kite and 

American 

White 

Pelicans by  

C. Artuso 
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On  7 November, 2014, nearly 200 people gathered 

at the Caboto Centre in Winnipeg to celebrate the 

enormous achievements of the past five years. It 

was a truly fabulous celebration with so many 

stories and memories shared.  Some souvenirs of 

the night are shared on pages 7 and 8 (Photo crop). 

You can also see articles about the event in the 

latest Nature Manitoba Bulletin and in the 

upcoming issues of BirdWatch Canada (Bird 

Studies Canada’s quarterly magazine). We know 

that many atlassers were unable to attend  the 

celebration dinner so we would like to take this 

opportunity to thank you ALL for your 

extraordinary contributions over the past five years 

that have made this project so successful. We 

celebrate ALL of your achievements! 
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Below: Peter Taylor is congratulated by Hon. Gordon 

Mackintosh, Minister of Conservation and Water 

Stewardship, and Christian for his rousing rendition of a 

Stompin' Tom song “Tillsonburg” (with lyrics changed to 

describe atlassing) that he sung unaccompanied. Photo by 

Bev Sawchuk. Here are Peter’s lyrics: 
 

GYPSUMVILLE 
 

There were snow clouds scuddin’ across the moon 

As we set out like a pair of loons 

To hear the cries of the Whip-poor-will 

And the click-click-clickin’ of the Yellow Rail 

Near Gypsumville – down the Waterhen Road – near 

Gypsumville 
 

There were woodcock beepin’, those crazy fowl 

And the toot-toot-tootin’ of a Saw-whet Owl 

Leopard Frogs croakin’ and Wood Frogs quackin’ 

It was gettin’ so cold our nuts were crackin’ 

Near Gypsumville – it’s a mighty long road – to 

Gypsumville 
 

Six weeks later, ‘twas a different scene 

Countin’ all the warblers to be heard or seen 

A Red-eyed Vireo in every other tree 

They’re hard to count if there’s more than three 

Near Gypsumville – in every other tree – near Gypsumville 
 

If you hear the call of a chickadee 

You can code it H or S or T 

And if a woodpecker does what a woodpecker should 

You confirm it’s breedin’ in the neighbourhood 

Of Gypsumville – in the woody woody woods – of 

Gypsumville 
 

But now we come to mid-July 

The final point-count day is nigh 

Summer road dust in the air 

Tryin’ to get 10 hours per square 

Near Gypsumville – I’ve had my fill – of Gypsumville. 



What We Achieved! 
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This picture paints more than a thousand 

words – more than 300,000 words in fact! 

Female Black-backed 

Woodpecker by C. Artuso 



The Big Five Years 

by Neil Butchard 
 

Early December I got a phone call from Bonnie asking if 

I would write an article. My immediate reaction was "no". 

The next day Bonnie phoned, and she can be very 

persuasive, so here it is. When the Manitoba Breeding 

Bird Atlas began, my birding skills were okay. I could 

identify most birds but the oddities were still a challenge. 

My birding consisted of looking for birds to check off my 

various lists. I wasn't sure my skills were good enough to 

gather data on "breeding" birds; however, I was open to a 

new challenge. I was very lucky, during atlassing to have 

the companionship of a  remarkable birder, Al Mickey. 
 

By the end of the first year, I noticed that my skills 

identifying breeding male birds had increased 

exponentially, and I found myself focusing on females 

and juveniles. I remember coming across a group of 

juvenile Lark Sparrows being cared for. It was the first 

time I had seen this interaction. I was mesmerized. Al 

continued to work with me to enhance my auditory skills, 

which were in their infancy. On the insistence of Lewis 

Cocks I picked up a BBS route. This gave me a goal and 

focus for my auditory skills. The endless point counts 

honed these skills until hearing birds was a huge part of 

my birding. It even got to the point where I began to 

catalogue the various vocalisations of Black-capped 

Chickadee to figure out what each one communicated. 
 

As time went by, considering habitat in species 

identification became second nature. There were many 

times driving at 100 km/h on a gravel road where the 

brakes were slammed on because Al and I saw "perfect" 

habitat for a species like Red-headed Woodpecker. I 

started to notice where the nests were in the habitat. I 

remember finding my first Clay-colored Sparrow nest by 

luck and wondered how many others I had walked by. Al 

and I found ourselves no longer looking at what the bird 

was, but at what the bird was doing. Picking out a bird 

carrying food got to be second nature. We started noticing 

what kind of food was being carried. Figuring which 

birds didn't carry food but regurgitated it took some 

doing. Seeing birds with a "pearl" (fecal sack) in their bill 

was a new thrill. Bird displays became something we 

focused on. I remember seeing a flying Coopers Hawk, 

but it didn't look right. Its wing beats were slow and 

loping like a great blue heron and it's white undertail 

coverts were flared creating an odd look. I came to realize 

this was a territorial display—quite a thrill! Watching 6 
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Red-necked Grebes in their displays and nest building is 

burned in my mind. The list of such discoveries is endless. 
 

I noticed that observing behaviour was becoming an 

integral part of my birding. I remember checking on a Red-

tailed Hawk and her fledged young. I could see her coming 

from 1 km away carrying prey calling the whole time. As 

she got closer, the calls changed and I noticed I could hear 

the gopher she had in her talons squealing. It was odd 

because they usually killed their prey. She came overhead 

calling and the juveniles rose up to meet her. She circled 

below them and dropped the live gopher to the ground. 

They immediately swooped down for the kill. She was 

teaching them how to hunt.   
 

Al and I would often talk, travelling down some dusty 

road, about how our birding had totally changed. It was no 

longer what species of bird it was, but where the bird was, 

what it was doing, why it was doing that, what it was 

communicating, where it was in its seasonal cycle and 

what other species it was cohabiting with. I know from 

talking to other birders that their journey and discoveries 

have been similar, what a great gift. I learned a couple of 

things that weren't directly related to the birds. The first 

was how much water could run over an unpaved road 

before we got stuck. The second was that I could learn 

something to enhance my birding from everyone I birded 

with, regardless of their skill level. Finally, I learnt that the 

more I learned about birds the more I realized how much I 

didn't know. 
 

I want to end by thanking the people who made the MBBA 

possible, all those I birded with, especially Al Mickey, and 

last but not least the birds, for enriching my experience

 

Al Mickey photographing a 

rainbow, by Neil Butchard 



Atlassing Stories 

Great Memories From the North 

 Photos and Stories by Richard Staniforth 

4. Wolf: Rudolf and I saw wolves several times, one 

in particular was surreal. We were sitting in the shade 

of a spruce on the Robertson Esker enjoying lunch. 

Rudolf whispered "Don't move - there is a wolf 

coming towards us!" It was trotting down a parallel 

esker, 25 metres away, passed us and went on its way. 

We looked at each other, "Did that really happen?". 

 1. Pilot and Beaver: Mid-July, 2014, Christian 

Artuso and I returned from Courage Lake by means 

of a de Havilland Beaver float plane (built in 1946!). 

The pilot asked if he could help with atlassing. For 

the next 2 hours we skimmed eskers and spruce trees 

at 100 feet and 100 knots. We obtained good records!  

2. Shore Lunch: July 2013, at Big Sand Lake and time 

to catch a fish for lunch. Our guide began fishing but 

the motor cut out unexpectedly. "Here Richard, hold 

the rod while I fix the motor". Within one minute - 

bam! A fish had hooked itself! 12 minutes later "my" 

39.5 inch Master Angler Lake Trout was in the boat! 

3. Ferns, butterflies and frogs: A personal project is 

to record and map ferns in Manitoba. Visits to 

northern locations provided opportunities to find 

some neat plants, including two new species for 

Manitoba, the Northern wood fern and  the 

Spathulate-leaved moonwort (yes, there is one!) and 

several other very rare species. Rudolf Koes and I 

also contributed to the Manitoba Herp Atlas, and to 

eButterfly records, using "collateral" observations.  

5. Bear: Rudolf and I saw bears several times. Like 

the wolves - no problems! Once, near Big Sand 

Lake we almost encountered a grizzly bear. We 

were dropped off at the foot of the esker (photo) to 

be picked up four hours later. In pouring rain, we 

climbed up and followed the trail to the ridge top.  

Going in the same direction, and very recently, 

were huge tracks of a bear. They were fresh 

because the rain had not yet distorted them. My 

size 10 rubber boot foot print was two inches 

shorter than the foot print of the bear! We did not 

see the bear except in our thoughts that night. 
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Wolf and caribou tracks 

Boat ride to the esker 

Shore lunch, photo Rudolf Koes 



Atlassing Stories 

Great Memories From the North Cont. 

6. Courage Lake Crazies: The first night in the cabin 

at Courage Lake was horrendous because of furious, 

hostile, noisy mosquitoes! The next day, Christian used 

his imagination to construct "indoor tents" from towels 

and tarpaulins. It wasn’t entirely effective because they 

entered through spaces between  the floor boards. Our 

routine started at 3:30 am, we got up, had toast 

(breakfast  #1), did 5 hours of atlassing, returned, ate 

breakfast #2, had a nap, woke up, ate breakfast #3 and 

did more birding. Three-breakfast days became the 

norm. We designed new Breeding Evidence codes, in 

which S became "suspicious", H "hypothetical",  NE 

"no evidence", etc.  Every day brought an unforeseen 

adventure!  Two special quests are described below: 

Long-tailed Jaegers : Christian returned from one 

of his energetic hikes and told how he came across 

a pair of aggressive Long-tailed Jaegers atop a 

nearby esker. This was the first and closest of 

several pairs that we would find during our stay at 

Courage Lake. We headed off to the esker about 1  

km east of the cabin. The jaegers soon spotted us 

over the open sedge-tundra, and came to greet us 

by circling overhead and calling. The birds were 

very agile in the air and capable of hovering and 

rapid dives and fast manoeuvres. As we got closer 

to the esker the birds became more vociferous and 

eventually started  diving at our heads. The dives 

were usually from the direction of the sun which 

meant that we could not see them coming! Another 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

pair of jaegers joined in and now we were being 

bombarded by four birds. Surely we were close to a 

nest, or fledglings? We quartered the top of the 

esker but without success. The vegetation was 

extremely short, consisting of lichens or dwarf 

shrubs, such as rock cranberries and we were 

confident that we would have found the nest had 

there been one there. We backed off and hid in 

some dwarf birches by lying in the wet fen to watch 

the birds from 500 m distance. They settled on the 

esker after our departure, but gave no clue about 

the presence of a nest. At one point an immature 

Bald Eagle flew by and the jaegers effectively 

escorted it away. We never did find a jaeger nest 

during our 5-day stay even though we would see 

jaegers on most hikes across the tundra
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   Richard at Courage Lake, and a superimposed Long-tailed Jaeger, by C. Artuso 

Black Scoters: We found several, isolated, medium-

sized ponds inhabited by Black Scoters. They were 

always females and usually single birds.  An exception 

was a pond  about 1 km from the cabin where there 

were initially two birds. We thoroughly searched the 

entire circumference of the pond for a nest with no 

success. We looked beneath the low branches of 

stunted spruce and tamarack "trees", as well as grassy 

tussocks and patches of ericaceous shrubs. We also 

spent considerable time hiding and watching for any 

sign a female might return to a nest, to no avail. On 

one occasion, I thought I would definitely find a nest 

because I flushed a female from beneath my feet while 

walking a pond edge. Again there were no signs: no 

nest, no chicks. Our frustrations came to an end with 

this notoriously uncooperative species when Christian 

discovered a female with downy young several 

kilometres to the east of the cabin—the only confirmed 

breeding  for  Black Scoter  in the whole atlas. 



Photo Crop 
 

 We thought we’d mix things up this time by sharing 

some photos from the atlas celebration on Nov 7th.  
 

1.  The Hon. Gordon Mackintosh, Minister of Conservation and 

Water Stewardship by Bev Sawchuk 

2.  The self-confessed “rowdy table” by Josiah Van Egmond 

3.   Ken De Smet receives his R.C thank-you gift by Josiah Van 

Egmond 

4.  Carrie Braden receives her R.C thank-you gift by Josiah Van 

Egmond 

    1. 

     4.       5. 

 1. 
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Photo Crop 

1.   Packed hall by Josiah Van Egmond 

2.   Raffle pizes table one, by Bev Sawchuk 

3. Steven Price, president of Bird Studies Canada, by Bev Sawchuk 

4. Paula Grieef (far left), and Bev Sawchuk (fifth from left) organised the dinner and made it a 

 huge success. This is one of the rare moments they got to sit down, with family and friends. 

 Photo by Josiah Van Egmond 

  6. 
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CITIZEN SCIENCE IN MANITOBA 

 

  Life after the atlas… some of the fun and rewarding citizen-science projects you could participate in: 

Survey Level Description Species Commitment Season  

Christmas Bird Counts (CBC)  Simple Small teams survey zone, evening potluck to compile  Birds 1 count per year Dec 14 - Jan 5 

CBC for Kids Simple School children and parents team up for a small CBC Birds 1 count per year Dec 14 - Jan 5 

Ebird Canada Simple Website for personal data used for big picture analyses Birds Personal preference Year round 

Great Backyard Birdcount  Simple Record bird in your local area one day in February Birds 1 count per year February 

MB Nocturnal Owl Survey  Simple Drive a route with 10 stops (each 2-mins listening) Owls ≥1 route per year Mar - Apr  

MB Chimney Swift Initiative  Simple Record number of swifts entering a chimney at dusk Chimney Swift ≥1 night per year  May - Aug 

Canadian Loon Survey Simple Survey one lake over the course of a summer Common Loon ≥3 visits per year Summer 

Project Feeder Watch  Simple Monitor birds at your feeder over the winter Birds Personal preference Winter  

American Woodcock Survey Simple Survey a route by vehicle at dusk Am Woodcock ≥1 route per year April 

Lost Ladybug Project Simple Photograph ladybugs and submit photos online Ladybugs Personal preference Summer 

WhiskerPrints Simple Photograph polar bears for library (ID-ed by  whiskers) Polar Bear Personal preference Fall, winter 

MB Important Bird Areas  Medium Various, esp. recording birds on regular route in IBA Birds, bioblitzes ≥2 counts per year Spring - fall 

MB Herp Atlas Medium Record reptiles & amphibians through online database Herps Personal preference Summer 

Sharp-tailed Grouse counts Medium Counting grouse numbers on known leks S-t Grouse ≥2 counts per year Spring 

MB Dragonfly Survey Medium Recording occurrence of dragonflies Dragonflies Personal preference Summer 

iSpy Aerial Photos Medium Examine photos to find arctic marine mammals Beluga, seals Personal preference Year-round 

Nature Watch Various Gather data in various ways and submit online  Frogs, worms, 

plants, ice-watch 

Personal preference Year-round 

Nature Conservancy sites  Various Site stewardship surveys as individual or in groups  Various  Personal preference Year-round 

Breeding Bird Surveys (BBS) Advanced Vehicle route of 50 stops, identifying  mostly by song  Birds ≥1 route per year June – July 7 

For more information, please contact: 

Christian Artuso,   Bird Studies Canada - Manitoba Program Manager 

Box 24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3 

Tel:  204-945-6816        Toll-free:  1-800-214-6497  

Fax:  204-945-3077    Email: cartuso@birdscanada.org 

       Photo: Bev Sawchuk 

Keep  

on  

warbling! 
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On this page:  Western 

Meadowlark,  Great 

Gray Owl, Bank 

Swallow and Blackpoll 

Warblers by C. Artuso 



THANK YOU to ALL Atlassers, Funders & Supporters  

Especially, thank you to... YOU! 


